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On-Line Advertising
Pathways
Pathways is an on-line portal for clergy vacancies where applicants can search for vacancies
and electronically submit a CV and complete an Oxford Diocese application form through the
Pathways portal. At the advertised closing date these are then accessed and downloaded by
the Bishop or Archdeacon’s Offices.
Guidelines for Writing Advertisements for Pathways, with headings where text is
required.
Advertising on Pathways enables the advertiser to include good detail and description about
the role and the benefice within the advertising text. Each advert published on Pathways is
broken down into sub-section headings as detailed below.
The titles highlighted in grey below are the headings set in place on the Pathways website.
For examples see the Pathways website https://pathways.churchofengland.org/search or
the example noted on page 5 of this booklet.
Overview
The overview is the most important part of your post as this is the first section candidates
see. The first couple of sentences of this paragraph will also appear as the ‘summary’ on the
first landing page on Pathways so needs to invite prospective candidates to click for the full
advert.
To create a good overview, you should include information about the Diocese on your values,
exciting things, or a sentence of what the role is going to be about.
Post Introduction
The post introduction will include more information about the role itself and what it entails.
Main Responsibilities
Main responsibilities could include a bullet point list of important aspects of the role and
what is anticipated on a day to day basis.
The Ideal Candidate
Ideal candidate could be a bullet point list of all the skills, knowledge, qualifications etc that
prospective candidates may need for the role.
About Us
About us is all about the Diocese and the Benefice/Parish – this can include reference to
encourage reading/downloading the Parish Profile.
Online adverts can also include contact details of a named individual with tel no/email
address for further discussion, if desired (usually the Bishop, Archdeacon or Associate
Archdeacon and the incumbent if appropriate).
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The closing date and interview date will be added by the Bishop/Archdeacon’s PA. The
Parish Profile* will also be uploaded to Pathways for prospective candidates to
review/download.
It is also worth considering whether there is to be a ‘meet and greet’ the day/night before
the interview date in order that this can be shown with the interview date.
*The Parish Profile should be in PDF format, and no larger than 10mb file size and should be
with the Bishop/Archdeacon’s Office 7-10 days before advertising is due to commence.
See Appendix 1 for example (this is what the candidate will see when clicking through to the
‘Apply’ page).

Oxford Diocese Website
The same text for Pathways will be uploaded to the Diocesan website, with a link to
Pathways for the Parish Profile and application process.

Printed Advertising
If advertising in the Church Times is agreed, this will usually take the form of a display
advert, approximate size 14cm high x 8.5cm wide.
The current costs for advertising in the Church Times with their ‘Until Filled’ option is £999,
this allows for up to four weeks in print. If no candidates are found after the first round of
advertising, the advert can be repeated for a further four week period in the Church Times.
This is subject to a 12 week pause period from the date the first advert appeared. Only the
Closing Date and Interview Date can be amended in the advert text under the ‘Until Filled’
option.
The deadline for bookings/advert text is the Friday before the first publication date (which is
usually a Friday).
The Church Times will also feature the advertisement on their online vacancy web pages.
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Appendix 1
Example of Pathways Advertisement
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Appendix 2
Example of Diocese of Oxford Website Advert
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Appendix 3
Page from Church Times with Examples of Advertisements
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